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'L'LONS BY MEANS 01' Ol'lRATIONs ON THEDEVIATIONS
OF1' lIE D'rA FROM CjRAI)UATEI)CURVES. Tn i: ELIrtI-
NATION OF SEASONAL ILUCTUATIONS BEFOREGRADtJ-
ATION.
One object of the methods of graduationde-
scribed in this book is the completeelinunateon
of seasonal fluctuations. The problem of measur-
ing---ratlier thaneliminatingseasonalfluctua-
tions has not been discussed. However,the prob-
lem of measurement must not beassumed neces-
sarily divorced from that ofelimination. Paradoxi-
cal as it may sound, theelimination of seasonal
fluctuations is generally the best first stepin the
process ofmeasuring them. For such measurement,
operations on thedeviations of the data from a
smooth "seasonal eliminating" curve aretheoreti-
cally more desirable thanoperations on the raw
data, It is, of course. truethat, as the number of
years increases, extremedelicacy of smoothness or
fit in the graduated curvebecomes less and less
practically important.
A few years ago tli.ewriter was approached by
the statistical departmentof a government bureau
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and asked to propose a good hut simplemethod
of discovering any seasonal fluctuations which
might exist in economic time series of moderate
length. He replied that, as lie did not know ofany
simple and yet really ideal method, he wouldsug-
gest graduating the data roughly by means ofa
2-months moving average of a 12-monthsmoving
average, taking the deviations of the data from
this moving average (centered),and arrivingat
seasonal fluctuations from these deviations. Rough
as is the method, it has been widely used and fa-
vorably noticed year after year. Moreover,though
the method is extremely simple,in most cases the
results are quite good. The averagingprocess used
in obtaining a seasonal index forany one month
generally makesunnecessary any great excellence
in the graduation from which deviationsare being
measured.
A common method of obtainingseasonal fluctu-
ations is to take the arithmeticaverage of each
nominal month and then adjust fortrend. This
amounts to using a straight lineas a base from
which tomeasure deviations. If the number of
years covered be large and if theassumption be
made that the seasonalfluctuation is constant
throughout the period,even such a crude and sim-
ple method often givesgood results. Indeed, only
if the number ofyears covered by the seasonal
fluctuation is quite small,would it seem worthTIlE SMOO'l'II ING OF' TIME SERIES 1 23
while to employ anyparticularly refined gradua-
tionand unly then if thcerratic fluctuations were
so smalland the seasonal fluctuations sopro-
nounced and regular as tomake any deductions
from such a shortperiod legitimate.
Unless the number of years is verysmall, the
results obtained fromcrude and from delicate
graduations tend to be verysimilar. For example,
the seasonal fluctuationof the 97 months of Call
Money Rates from Januaryi886 to January 1894
(see Appendix VIII) ispractically identical when
computed froni the averagedeviations of the data
from a 43-termapproximately fifth-degree para-
bolic graduation andwhen computed fromthe
average deviationsof the data from a2-months
moving averageof a 12-months moving average.
The reader mustremember that the arithmetic
average ofthe deviations of theoriginal data for
successive Januaries fromthe successive January
values given by the 43-termgraduation equals the
arithmetic average ofthe original data for succes-
sive Januaries minusthe arithmetic averageof the
January values givenby the 43-term graduation'
similarly for othermonths than Januaryand for
the 2-months moving averageof a 12-months mov-
ing average aswell as for the 43-termgraduation.
Hence, only if thequasi_seasonal ' obtainedby
The variations in the averagevalues of the nominalmonths of
either the 43-termgraduation or the 2-months averageot a12-124 'FUE SMOOTIIJN(; 01' TIMESERIES
averaging nom!na 1 monthsin the 43-term gratiu.
tion differs apprecial)ly fromthe quasi-season
obtained by averagingnominal months in the2-
months movingaverage of a1 2-monthsmoving
average,vilthe seasonal obtainedfrom ilev1,-
lions of the data from the43-term graduation dif-
fer appreciably from theseasonal obtained from
deviations of the data from the2 of aI 2-iilOfltJlS
moving average. Nowan appreciable diffcreiicc.
between the quasi-seasonalfluctiia tions of the4 term graduation itself andquasi-seasonal fluctua-
tions of the 2 of a I 2-mon thismoving average i/se/f
vi1l occur only when thenumber ofyears cov-
ered is quite small--fordata suchas monthly
Call Money Rates,say less than eightor nine
years.
On the other hand,if the investigatorwishes to
make a carefulstudy of clianqingseasonal fluctua-
tions, he may welluse some more delicate gradua-
tion thana 2 of a 12-months movingaverage,
though it wouldseldom be worth whileto use any
formula involving muchcomputation. Theaverag-
ing process usedin determiningseasonal fluctua-
tions will takecare of any slight inadequaciesin
the smoothingformula. The27-term formula
months movingaverage do not necessariI-Constitute any part of a true seasonal. Only by accidentdoes any true seasonalremain in either of thesegraduations. There would hesome variation in the average value of the nominalmonths of anycurve whatsoever except a straight line.THE SMOOTHING OF' TIME SERIESl2
ferred to oil page 28 would seem a highly desir-
able one to use. It is the last word in simplicity of
calculation.
Sometimes it is desirable to ol)tain an extremely
close fit to all the factors in the data except sea-
sonal fluctuations. A method of accomplishing this
result is to eliminate seasonal fluctuations from
the original data before final smoothing. This per-
mits the use of non-seasonal-eliminating gradua-
tion formulas, which will follow the adjusted data
extremely closely. For example, a Spencer 1 c-term
formula may be applied to the data after the elinii-
nation of seasonal fluctuations and the resulting
graduation will only accidentally contain any of
the original seasonal fluctuations in spite of the
closeness of its fit to all the minor movements of
the adjusted data.
Charts VIII and IX show the results of applying
a Spencer 15-termformula to the 97 months of
Call Money data after adjustment for a constant
seasonal fluctuation. On each chart is given a 43-
term graduation for purposesof comparison. Chart
VIII shows the two graduations andthe data after
adjustment for seasonal fluctuations.Chart IX
Take a i6-months moving average of the datawith the follow-
ing simple weights:i, o, o, 0, +1, +1, ± i+ 1, ±1, +1,
+ 1, + 1, a, a, o, - 1. Take ai 2.monthS moving total ofthis





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































128 THE SMOOThING OF TIME SERIES
shovs the sainc two graduations and the data
before adjustment for seasonal fluctuations.1
The /u'avy solid line in Chart X shows a Spencer
I c-term gra(luation applied to the adjiIstc/ data.
'ThiS is the same graduation as that shown in
Charts VIII and IX. 'I'he broken line in Chart X
shows a Spencer 1 c-term graduation aJ)1)liCd to the
unadjusted data. A moment's inspection will show
that, with such pronouncedly seasonal data as Call
Money Rates, the results of fitting such a gradua-
tion as Spencer's 1 5-term to the adjusted data are
(p1ite different from the results of fitting to the
unadjusted data. 'flie ''close fit'' of the Spencer 15-
term graduation shown in Chart IX is a close fit
to the "adjusted" data. Only if the adjustment is
reasonable is the fit to the unadjusted data reason-
able. Tue degree of reasonableness of the gradua-
tion of the unadjusted data depends upon the de-
gree of reasonableness in the "seasonal" which has
been eliminated.
If the seasonal fluctuations he uniform from
year to year, the whole procedure is quite defen-
sible. If the seasonal fluctuations actuall'v elimi-
nated be little more than SOU1C sort ofan average
of radically unlike movements, 1)0th the adjust-
In both Chart VIII and Chart IX, the Spencer i3-terin gradua-
tion is that obtained by graduating the adjust'a' data. Of COUrSe,
no such statement iieed be made in connection with the 43-term
graduation, as it gives the same results whether applied to adjusted
or unadjusted data.'i'll U SMOO'J'Il I NO OF TI ME SERI ES I 29
men t for m a Iflft't uat 'uis and I lie gl'adlRitu)Il
of the adj IIStC(l (lata I)CCOflC difliciil t to defend. If
the seasonal fluctuations seem to be.as in the ctsc
of the97 nionths of Call T\ loncy Rates Shown in
ChartsIIl, iX, arI(l X, moderately thoughnot
pronouncedly regular. the graduation of the data.
after adjustment for any 'average'' seasonal, is
open to some slight criticism. It might he con-
tended that itis a graduation of data which in
sections has h)eefl adustcd for a seasonal fluctua-
tion not existing in those sections.
Such a criticism cannot be macic of the 43-term
graduation. That graduation eliminates all sea-
sonal fluctuation. It is unaffected by the reality or
unreality of such seasonal fluctuation, It gives
identically the same results when fitted to the tin-
adjusted data as it does when fitted to the data
adjusted for any seasonal fluctuation whatever
real or unreal. The adjustment of the data for an
absolutely non-existent seasonal does not affect the
results of applying the 43-term formula.
If seasonal fluctuations are to bc eliminated be-
fore graduation, itis, of course, highly desirable
that the investigator, before eliminating them,
consider carefully whether they exist. For example,
Call Mone Rates since 1915 show a greatly re-
duced monthly seasonal fluctuation. To eliminate
from such rates a seasonal derived from earlier
rates would be quite illegitimate.A Spencer iç-1 ')O 'FIT E SMOOTI I I \(01" Ti ME SERI ES
DES('RIP'FION OF ChAR'!' N
Chart N is tii two parts. The iipp'r part shows ('il \ioiev Rates
unadjusted for seasonal fluclationis ) and three Speneer1 c-terni
graduations. The lower part of the chart shows a movingsrasoiial_-_.
on the same scale as the upper part of the chart.
The three Spencer I 5-term graduations shownin the upper part of
the chart are graduations of three (Ii iferent sets of data. 'l'Iw broken
line is a graduation of the data as shown oii the chart (unadjusted
for seasonal fluctuations). Ihe/ie'ar'3'SO! id llflC IS a graduation of the
data after adj ustnient for a constant seasonal. The Iujii/ solid lineis
a graduation of the data after adjustment for the moving SelSonal
shown zLt tile bottom (It tile chart.
The Constant seasoni:il was calculated b' takiiig the aritiirnctn
average of the deviations of each 110110 nal month in the97 troni the
43.terin cyclical graduation and adjusting for trend and to'icro.
Ilie construction of the nioving seasonalniav he illustrated as fol-
lows. The deviations of nine Consecutive Jansiaries from tile43-term
graduation were listed. Ihe largest and the snial lest (ICViatiOflSwere
then thrown out. ihe arithmetie ;lver;Ige ot tileremaining seven devi-
ations was taken. For exaIll1)le, the January 1886 seasonalwas tile
arithmetic average of SC VCU .January deviationsout of the nine Janu-
aries from Janiiai-v 1882 to ,Januarv 1890 nidusive. A similar pro-
cedure for each month gave a moving seasonal. Thismoving seasonal
was corrected for sum by taking :i 2-months moving average ofa 12-
moo ths moving a Verage ofI lie seasonal and call lug the deviations of
the first nioving seasonal troththis graduation the hnal mitovingsea-
sonal. As tile trend is necessarily linear sucha straight line formula
was admissible.
in the calculations for both the constalit seasonal amid the moving
seasonal, deviations were taken from the43-term gra(luation because
that graduation had al ready been computed. A muchsimpler formula,
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termformula ai1 e(f to tile lilon tIulV rates SI tiuc
191 ç, after they had been adj iisted for Sucha (IC-
funct seasonal, voul (1 gIve total lv meaninglessre-
sults. From 187 to date, the changes in the char-
acteristics of the seasonal fluctuations of Cal]
i\roney Rates have been great. Generallythe
changes have l)CCfl gradual thoughsometimes thie
have been sudden. \\hien they have beensudden
the date of the change has usual Ivcorresponded
with the date ofsome outstanding economic Occur-
iencesuch as the panic of i 873or the early years
of the Federal Reserve System. in suchcases a par-
icular seasonal fluctuationmay be used up to a
particular date, when another seasonalfluctuation
will be substituted.
When the nature of the seasonal fluctuationap-
pears to be changing gradually, the naturalpro-
ceditre wouldseem to bto calculate a C/eiinunq
seasonal. At the bottom of Chart X isa picture of
such a changing seasonal. Thesolid lq//t line in
the upperpirt of tile Same chart gives the results
of applyinga Spencer i c-term graduation to tile
data after adjustment for thisc//anqinq seasonal.
The solid //Clv1' line givesthe results of applying
a Spencer i-tcrm formula to the data after the
elimination ofa constant seasonal.1 An examina-
tion of these two lineswill show how much differ-
For a description of the methodsused in obtaining the constant
seasonal and the dianging seasun:tl,see pageI '30.TILE SMOOTHING OF TIME SERIES 133
ence may appear inthe graduation because of the
eliminatioii ot different seasonal fluctuations
even in a l)erioclsuch as January i886 to January
1894, when changes in the nature of the seasonal
were not particularlyviolent.
If a less sensitive formula than Spencer's 15-
term formula wereused, the differences in the
graduation resulting from differences in the sea-
sonal fluctuations would, of course. be less.For
example, Spencer's 21-term formula would be less
affected by differences in the seasonal fluctuations
than would Spencer's i ç-termforniula.1
1 Spencer'st ç.term formula is quitesensitive. 'I'hough itgives
a graduation which IS,of course, much smoother than that given
by a simple 5-niontlIs moving average, itfits the data as closely as
does the 5-months moving average.
If a formula with only a little greatersmoothing power than the
Spencer 15-term formula be desired, thefollowing 17-term formula
may be used : Take a1 2-lfwfltlIS moving total of thedata with
the following weights: 0, 0, +2, ±2, ±2, ±2,±2, 4-2, 0,
0, --1. (It will be notedthat the pluS weights constitute twotimes
a simple 6-nionthsmoving total.) Take a 2-monthS movingtotal
of a 5-months moving total of theresults. As the total equals 100,
division may be performed by merelymoving the decimal point.
The weight diagram is excellent.This is a very desirable formula,
and the reader should not bedisturber! bthe fact that the gradu-
ation falls
:outsidethe parabola.
If, however, he desires a closer fit to asecond degree parabola,
he may use the following: Take a14-months moving total with
the following weights: 1, 0, 0, + 1,±3 +4 +4 +3' +2,
-1, o, a, 1. (The plusweights constitute a 4-months moving
total of a c-months moving total.')'Fake a 2-months moving total
of a 3-months moving total ofthe results. Divide byio8. The
weight diagram is excellent. Falls %outsidethe parabola yx2.
The sum of the squares of thethird differences of the weights
is, in each of the above formulas,much smaller than in Higham's(I
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A crude though extremely simple, procedurefor
eliminating seasonal fluctuations isSometimes used
by financial writers and the editors offinancjij
magazines and newspapers. The quotation forthe
present month is Colflpared with the quotation for
the same month in the precedingyear. This com-
parison is made either by suhtractng thequotation
for the same month in the precedingyear from the
quotation for the present monthor by dividing the
quotation for the present monthby the quotation
for the same monthin the preceding year.
The mathematical significance ofany such oper-
ation may be described ina multitude of ways.
Some ways are enlightening, othersare riot. There
is a simple and enlighteningway to describe the
operation of sub/racthzq thequotation for the same
month last year from the quotation for thepresent
month and using the resulting figure insteadof the
raw data. It amounts to taking a 12-monthsmov-
ing total of the data and using thefirst differences
of this moving total instead ofthe raw data. The
17-term strictly third-degree parabolic formulaaç of a ç of aof
-.1, +1, -f-I, -j-i, -i divided by 12$.
If, on the other hand,a formula is desired which will follow the
data even more closely than Spencer'si c-term formula, the fo!low-
ing simple 13-term formula may be used: Takean i i-months mov-
ing total with the followingweights : - i, 0, -f-i, +2,+3 +4'
+3 -f-2, + 1, 0, -1. (It will be noted that the plus weightscon-
stitute a 4-months moving total ofa 4-months moving total.) Take
a 3-months moving total of the results. I)ivide by42. When applied
to y = x2, falls eulside the parabola. The weight diagram is
comparatively well-shaped.THE SMOOTHING OF TIME SERIES 135
procedure which COflS1StS of d/v?dnig he qllotation
for the present month by the quotation forthe
same monthlast year amounts to using the anti-
logarithms of the first differences of a 12-months
moving totalof the logarithms of the datain-
stead of the raw data.
In either case the results are based uponmonth
to month changes(first differences) of a crude
graduation, namely, a 12-months moving average.
Hence, even if an extremely goodmethod of grad-
uation were used instead of a12-months moving
average, theresults would still he of the nature
of a first derivative of thegraduation. Moreover,
as the12-months moving average does not extend
to the end ofthe data. its first differences do not
tell whether, at the presenttime, the underlying
curve of the datais high or low or whether itis
rising or falling, but simplywhet/icr it was rising
or fallingsix mont/is ago.
Now, if the cycle were ofunchanging period and
shape such informationwould tell us something
definite about the present. Forexample, if the data
were a sine curveof 24 months period, wewould
know that, when the ratioof the present month to
the same month last yearbegan to increase, the
sine curvehad just passed through alow. The low
of a 24-months sine curve occurs sixmonths later
than the point ofinflection on thedownw'ard
movement. However,if the data were a48-months136TIlE SMOOThING OF TIME SERIES
sine curve, we would know that when thc ratio of
the present month to the same ITh)flth last year he-
gin to increase, the l)OttOmof the sine curve was
still six months ahead.
If the underlying curves are not sine curves, but
kss simple curves, the conclusions to be derived
from the actions of such comparison of the present
month with the same month last year must he con-
sidered most carefully. Iliough tills tvpC of opera-
tion on the data sometimes yields interesting re-
sults, such results irnist he carefully interpreted.
The fact that the final figures arc of the nature of
a derivatire curve must never be forgotten. The
procedure seems likely to lead to misunderstand-
ings when its results are intended for general pub-
lic information.APPENI)IX 11
A (.'OM1''1'ATLON Siii''i'Iii[S'I'RATING C,RAI)UATION BY
SiINcI:I&'s I-1ERMIIIIRP-1)l GRE!P1RnoTIc
FORMU l.A.
Some readers of this1)00k may be interested in
examining a computationsheet for calculating a
summation graduation. Acomputation sheet for
graduating Rhodes' data(see Appendix V) by
means ofSpencer's i c-term formula (see page5ç)
apj)earS below.The moving totals arecalculated
before applying theweights. This procedure makes
the discovery of errorsmuch easier. The moving
totals are self-checking.Any mistake in theweight
multiplications or theiradditions tends to stand
out on thegraduation like a sorethumb.
There are eleven columnsin the paradigmgiven
below. Columns 6, 8and 9 may, of course,be elimi-
nated, reducing thetotal number of columns to
eight. This is, however, notdesirable. The extra
concentration neededin computation morethan
offsets the labor involvedin copying outthese col-
umns as inthe paradigm givenbelow.
The columns in thecomputation sheet are:
Dr. Rhodes' data.
5-year moving totalsof column 1.


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































)-to 'i'IIE Si\1OOTIl!N(OF rIrIE SfR1FS
4. 4-year ttIOVit1tot:LiSOtctJl(i!tuII
T
ç.-4-timeS the valuesittcohimii 4.Ihe ltrst figure3l302
the Seion! ligurtittcoltttnti 4 multi1)htcd lw 3i.e.,
10434>3.Etc.
-f-tunes the Valuesillcolunitu 4. lIe first tgure30798
qu1ritefourth figure of column4 multiplied liv 3i.e.,
10266 >'3Etc.
-f--ri times the values in column 4. The first ligure41400
equals the third figureittcoluiitti 4 utiultiplied by 4i.e.,
103c0><4. Etc.
times the'alues iiicolitutri 4.Ihe first figure 31536
equals the hrst figure of column4 multiplied by 3--i.e.,
Ioçi2 >( ---3. Etc.
--3 times the values in column 4the first figure3oç64
equals the fifth figure of column4 multiplied l)--3--i.e.,
ioi88 >. 3. Etc.
10Algebraic totals of col utlins ç. 6,
,, .
(of nun Iodivided liv 320.1or the method of obtaining the weights of col-
umn I, see page ç4.The weights do not eliminate
i 2-monthsseasonal fluctuations. For the appear-
ance of theweight diagram, see Figure 7, Chart I.
The weights of column IL if fitted to a second
(or third) degree parabola, exactlyfit the parab-
ola. They eliminate 12-monthsseasonal fluctua-
tions. The sum of the squares ofthe third differ-
ences of theweights is the minimum possible with
the preceding restrictions. See pageç8 and Figure
1$, Chart I.
The weights of column III arerough approxi-
mations to those of column IT. Theresulting grad-
uation falls 4i (a negligibledistance) outside the
parabola yx2. It eliminates 12-monthsseasonal
fluctuations. It is computed bytaking 1/144 of a
4-mOnthS moving total of a12-months moving
total of an u-months movingtotal which has the
following eleven simple weights 1, o,o, + 1,
+1, +1, +1, +1, 0, 0, 1.
APPENDIX III

















































-- .10009 + .097 22
+ .00814 + .09722
+40009 + .097 22
+10362 + .10117






- .01700 - .02083
- .02028 -.02083
-.01676 .0 13 S9
- .00740 - .00695
+ 1.00000 -1-1.00000APPFN1)IX IV
'liii; \Vi:!;IITs IMPLIED IN \TARlous GRDutTIoN
F'oRIuIs.
In the text of this book anumber of graduation
formulas have 1)CCfl describedarid discussed as
weighted moving averages, 'Ihe presentAppendix
cofltainsatal)le giving weights implied infifteen
of these graduationformulas. The "weight dia-
grams" for these fifteen graduations(with nine
other graduations) arcpresented in Chart I (pages
77.78. 79) . 'Uie CO1U1TIII numbersof Appendices
IV, VII and 'VIII andthe Figure numbers of Chart
I are comparable. Forexample, Kenchington's 27-
term formulais No. 12 in all threeAppendices
and in Chart I.
The weights given in thisAppendix are those
implied in the graduationformulas. For example,
the weights implied in a12-months simple moving
average are 12in number and allequal. As the
total must equal unity,each weight equals %2.
Chart I, Figurei, representssuch a system of
weights. Each ordinate ofFigure iis 1/2th of a
unit high.
On pages 43 to 46, thepossibility of describing
various smoothingformulas as weightedmovingI'
I _4 'I'll I;s\JOO'I'tJ I Nt; Oil' I\! E sl;RIF:s
averages\k';u-;ill titr;t tetibyd iseussi nghe
"veights'' tl1J)I ied ina 2iflon tils 1w)ving average
of aI i-months iiioviiìg\crage (cc (iirt I. F'ig_
nrc 2) ,an-i11oi1t}Is IUOV ing aver;tge ofa I
months niov i ng average (sec ('hart I. Figure3). a
4-months moving average ofa c-months moving
average of a 6-months 111OVI Hg average (see ('hart
I. }igtire 4), a set of 13 weights such that, if ap-
plied tü1 3 COflSCCutti Vt' afl(1 e(JlIal lv SJ)aced Ol)Ser-
Vattons. thc I'CSLI It is tlu' flu (I OI'(I lila ft ofa thiJ-
(kglee pa rabol aIltt('(IhV the niethod ofleast
squares (see ('hart I. Figure ç
'Ihe weight svstciiis giv en in this Appendx are
('ol. .A Ihnd rsin idea!c-turin tliird-derre ih1rablir gradu-
ttlOil --set page çS. aid _l wiidix \ IL.
(ol.8.A I-linde rsoti Idea I29-term thtrd-(iegrk'e parabolic gradu.
at jolt--see Append x \II.
Cot.9.A henderson heal3 -te nit tin rd-derce pa rabol Ic gradu-
iti011--5('( A ppCli(hiX \ I I.
Cot. i t.Spencer's 2 I-turin summation tIiird-le.rce parabolicgradu.
atiofl--Se(- A1i1ieitIçs \ II111(1 VIII.
('ul. 12.Kencnitigtoiis 27-reritisililIlilItiojI third-degree parabolic
graduation--ice Appuitelie-es \LI tijel \'LII.
('ol. 13.A 29-termStIllIlIlItiorttpproxiiiiatulvtltirtl-dt'grt'cpara.
holic graduation (ittitted to parabolavx. falls
outside). See Apj)endict-s \ II :tiid VIlE.
('(IL 14.A 29-term SlltiIlllttji(n ll)l1-p11t1)ilicgriteltiatioji(ithtted
to parahol:t v = xfalls outside).-' ;ppendices VII
and VIII.
('ol. 15.A-terii"Ideal"I 2-niontlis seasonal elillinating third-
degree pariholo' gra(ivai]ollSi;ige çShid _\p[r1diX
VII.
Col. i8.A 3S-tcrul sltliuhlatn)Il cth-degrt't'parabolic graduation. See
ipp'ndices \ II a tid VIII.TIlE S()OT1IING 01" TiME SERIES 14
Cot. 19.A 41-term summation fifth-degree parabolic graduation.
See A1ipendices \ 11 and \' 111.
('oh 20.A 43-term summation fifth-degree parabolic graduation.
See Appendices VII and VIII.
('ol. 2.A a-term sunination fifth-degree parabolic graduation.
See page 66 and ApPendices Vii and VIII.
Cot. 22.Another 45-term summation fifth.degree parabolic gradu-
ation. See page 65 a tid Appendices VIE and \' III.
Col. 23.A 39-term sunmriation approximately fifth-degreepara-
bolic graduation. See Appendices VII and VIII.
('ol. 24.A 43-term summation approximately fifth-degree para-
bolic graduation--this is the graduation used in the study
of interest rates and security prices to eliminate 12-months
seasonal and minor erratic fluctuations. See Appendices
VII and VIII.
The first five weight systems of this Appendix
(columns 7, 8, 9. ii,1 2) do not eliminate 12-
months seasonal fluctuations; the remainingweight
systems do eliminatesuch 12-months seasonal
fluctuations./
14.6 'FR 4-SMOO'FIIINi, (IF 'tiME SFRI!:S
'FIlE WEI(IITS IMPLIED IN \'ARIOUS GJIAI)[JA'I'ION
F()11\I U LAS
The various graduation Iiirinulas have been given thesaute unto-
hers in Appe!I(iices IV, \iI and VIII and in Chart I.)
-.0()ili)




.00602 - .010.) 1 .002(0
- .00334 .OlOJ S --.01137 --
- .00890 - .01 2T I .00051 .01209
- .01369 - .01193 --.00209 - .0028u - .O155
--.01456 -.00678 H-.002c'.l - .00857 --.01209
- .00922 ± .00311 .0140)) .01-12') --.00210
+00321 +01 733 --.027-i5 -- .0112) 1-01299
-f-.02217 +0315-! 1.042-10 .00571
±0-1580 +05113 ±05774 +01714 +05714
+07138 +07338 -f-.0234 {.051-13 ±.077o2
+09572 +09075 -1-08506 +.00420 -4-09331
+11576 +10455 +.043 +.13-129 ±10649
±12892 +,11311 +10118 -4-16286 +11-129
+13350 +.11646 -4-10332 -4- .17142 4-.11688
+12892 -4-11311 -i-.1011S -4- .16286 +.11429
-4-.! 1576 ±10455 -4-.09493 +13129 +10649
+.09572 +.0°075 +.0.S506 ±09429 +09351
+.07138 +07338 +0723-1 +051-13 +07792
+04580 +05413 +05774 ±01714 +0571-I
+02217 +03484 +04241) - .00571 -4-03377
+00321 -4-01733 -4-02745 -.01429 -4-01299
- .00922 +00311 -4-014(Y) - .01-12) .002t'O
-.01456 -.00678 -4-0(129-I .00837 --.01299
-.01369 -M1193 -.00509 - 00286 -- .01558
--.00890 - .01271 - .00981 --.01209





(7) (5) ()) )l 1) (12)
II,..';
25- li lE!Z 23 'IEf.-. K.\!11\-
IDEAL LLI-I. I DI .0 2I-IIKM
3RD-flfi..REF -RI (; 3i, iIF..R I 31111-(IIREI 311i)-IIFI;k,-I
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±00600 ± .0026 1
± .008 18 -.00050
-.00277 .00232 +00460 - .00528
- .00833 - .00691 -.00471 --.01131
- .01388 -.01389 - .00710 -.01789 -.01670
- .01666 -.01852 -.01676 - .02849 --.01955
-.01388 -.01852 - .02028 - .03007 - .01795
-.00555 -.01157 -.01700 -02071 -.01064
+ .0083 -- .00231 -.00462 - .00306 ±00151
+ .02500 -)- .02083 4- .0160 7 .01836 +01827
+ .04166 + .04 167 + .04 167 +04167 +03815
+ .0583 3 -1-06250 + .06726 + .0623 3 +05922
+ .07 500 -1- .08102 + .08 795 +08039 + .0783 5
+.088S .f .00191 ±10033 +.095S7 +09148
4-. 10000 -1-. 10417 +10362 +10330 +10656
10833 +.1OSSO + .10009 -f 11653 +11420
-f .11111 .11110 -1- .09814 +11912 +116T4
+ .1083 + .10880 -f-- . 10009 +11653 +.11420
-I- .10000 -f .10417 10362 -f-.IOSSO +.10656
+.O88S 4-09491 + .10033 + .09587 +09448
.07500 + .08102 + .08 795 + .08039 + .07 835
+.0583 4-06250 -j- .06726 -1- .0(123 3 +05922
+.0416 -f-.04 167 -1-- .04 167 + .01 167 + .03815
+ .02500 + .02033 4-01607 4-01836 + .01827
+.00S3 + .00231 - .00462 - .00306 -1- 3)0 15 1
- .0055 -.0 1157 -.01700 -.02071 -.01064
- .01388 - .01852 - .02028 - .03007 -.01795
- .0166 .01852 - .01676 - .02849 -.01955
- .01388 -.01389 - .00740 -.01789 -.01670
- .00833 --.00694 -.0047! -.0113 1
-.00277 - .00232 -4-00160 - .00528
+ .00818 -.00050
+00600 + .002 61
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+ .00233 -1-00237 1-00381 -4- (10130 4-00312
+00301 +00300 -1-00350 -4- .003 4 7 +00417
+00321 + .002 73 4-00138 4-00556 4- .004o0
+ .00152 + .00 108 (100236 -4- (10556 ±00202
-.00177 - .00226 - .00668 -1-00347 - .00083
- .00t42 - .00688 -.01082 - (1020% - .00625
-.01179 -.01107 -.01393 - .0(012 .01271
-.01639 --.01612 - .01523 --.01875 --.01854
-.01821 -.01771 - .01.9)8 - .02-131 -.02135
-.01603 -.01542 - .00061 -.02-Ill - .01970
- .00923 - .00)835 -.002.17 -.01806 - .01323
+00292 4-00361 -4-00706 - .00347 - .0(1063
+ .0 1947 + .0 1)S6 - .02113 4 0 1597 +01695
+ .03 865 +03867 + .03816 -f-01SI) + .03750
+05832 + .05837 + .05668 -(-.06042 + .05854
+07746 ±07711 -4-0751)1 +08(25 + .07917
+ .09378 + .09323 4-09702 + .09667
+10579 -f.10543 -4-. 103-13 +.10)72 -4- . 10937
+11333 +.1 1302 +11125 4-.I 1806 4- .11730
+ .11612 -4- .11558 4- .11380 4-.12084 4- .12042
+.11333 +.1 1302 -4.11125 4-11806 4- . 1 17 39
+. 105 79 + .10543 +10343 +10072 + .10937
+ .093 78 + .09323 -4-09112 -4-09792 + .0966 7
.07 746 + .077 11 -4-07501 4-08125 + .0 7917
+ .05832 + .03837 -1-05668 -+- .06042 4-05854
+ .03865 -4-03867 -4-038(6 + .03819 -4-03750
+01947 +02143 -4- .0! 597 + .0 1698
+ .00292 + .001(4 + .0079(1 - .003-17 - .00063
- .00923 -(10835 .00237 - .01806 - .01323
-.01603 - .01512 - .00')6 I - .02431 - 9(971)
- .01821 - .01771 - .01308 - .02431 - .02135
-.01639 -.0 1612 -.01523 - .01875 - .01851
-.01179 -.01197 - .01303 --.01042 -.01271
- .00642 - .006SS - .01082 --.0020% - .00615
-.00177 -.00226 -.00668 + .00347 - .00083
+.001 52 + .00108 - .00236 -1-00.556 + .0029 2
+.00321 + .00273 -4-00138 -4-00556 + .00169
+ .00301 +00300 4-00350 -4-003-17 +00417
+ .00233 + .00237 -4-00381 4- (10139 +00312
±00143 ± .00151 4-00272 + .00! 87
+ .00056 + .0O06) 4- .000
-4-00020 1-APPENDIX V
StvIN (K,\nLrIoNs 01' 1)it. E. C. RHODES'lEST
1ORTA11'1'V1i'1A.
The data are rates of infantilemortality from
causes otherthan diarrheal diseases, for the 42
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PARADIGM YORGRADUATING BY ROBERTHENDERSON'S
1101).
Tn the in1fl1e(1iatCYfollowing paradigm n is
taken as equal to 3.For general discussion of the
method Sec Cha1)tcrVI.
Let there be .observations equally spaced Ofl
the x axis. Letthe ordinates of the observations
be 36009, 22009,27018, 4027,18045, 7054.
14054, 9045,29036, 8027, 55036, 34036,and
62054. It is desired tograduate these observations
in such a mannerthat times the sum of the
squares ofthe deviations of thedata from the
graduated curve plus the sumof the squares of the
third differences of thegraduated curve shall he
a ininurnim.The actual computationis in three
steps. Mr.Henderson calls thethree steps, the
preliminary, I/ic fist ha/f,and I/ic second half.
The paradigmon pagesi çç and iç6 ShOtIl(l be
followed when reading theinstrUctiOnSl)elOW.
The reader will iioc from plc 91tlat k when ii = 3.
1000
2For the paradigm the (lata above were sochIoSefl that all ordinates
of the graduated curve would beintegers. In actualC0m1)utatLOnsthe
calculations would be carried to as manydecimals as were desired
in the graduated curve.
t51I ç2 'III E Si\1()O'JIIIN(,(11''Jt:i 1sI:RlJ:s
T/PICIe4'/IcTlaf)'.
Guess three points oii the graduated curve SO1flf distancefrom
the beginning. The three points in the pa radiginwere choseii
in such a manner as to give inirnediate results ii tile gradu-
ation.' Their ordinates are 26000, 18907. andi 42 1 3.if,,.
values are supposed to be gUeSSeS at the ioth, 9th and8th
ordinates of the graduated curve.
Find the first and second differences of ti,above three ordi-
nates. Esc 4694 as the first difference (i.e., 14213-- l8907
The second difference is-4-2399.
Cakulate the figures iii the paradigm by filling cacticolumn
before beginning on the next. Begiining with thefirst figure
of the first cot nmn, we notice
+ 2399 is the second difference mentioned above.
4694 is the first difference mentioned above.
+ 14213 is the guess at the 8th ordinate of the graduated
curve. (See paragraph i.)
187764694 X 4. (See note I, page Ic
+23990 = -4-2399 >(10. (Ste note I, page i
±19427=+14213_18776+23990
The first figure (+4027) of the second columnis the 4th
datum ordinate.
(Ii) içoo+4027-19427
The preliminary portion of the Hendersonmethod ot coinpiita-
don is used simply to obtain suitableestimated figures with which
to begin the first half.
If the three preliminarypoints are badly chosen, the preliminary
operation wit I be lengthened. Inour illustration, it might have to be
extended through thefirst half or even through anotherreturn
operation. For final resultsaccurate to any particular number of
decima]s, it would benecessary to work baekvards and forwards
until at two separate stages three valueswhich were identical to the
required number of decimalswere obtained at one of the ends.
It is highly desirable to choose3 prel inlinarv vat ties a couu;it1er-
able distance along thecurve ( say 20 units wheiuii and more
when n is larger) and to choosetheuii as well as possible. Mr. I-len-
derson advocates fittinga secouid-degree pa rabol a to elevenconsecu-
tive points some distancea ong the curve, and usiul g the 4th, çth
and 6th terms of the parabolaas tin- three preilnunary points.THE SMOOTHING OF TIME SERIES 153
924 = --15400 >< .o6
-l7S =924 + 2399
_3219=+1475 4694
(I) +10994=3219+14213
(m) 12876= 3219 X 4
et cetera
The twelve figures at the end of the /reliininary are calculated
as follows : Thefirst three figures are the 6th figures of the
last three columns. The other 9 figures are obtained from
these 3 figures hassuming the 3 figures to lie on a second-
degree parabola and extrapolating the I)ar11)o1;t by means of
first and second differences.
Tile First Half:
i. The first threefigures of column one are obtained from the
last three of the twelve figures just discussed in the pre-
liminary.
(a) +2009 is their second difference.
(h) - 1904is a first difference. As we arc now going back-
wards, it equals +91099 - 110144.
(c) +91099 iS the ioth figure of the last 12 ofthe pre-
Ii ml O)'.
The computation now runs as it did in the preliminary except
that the first figure of the second column (+36009)is the
first datum ordinate instead of the fourth as in //icf'reliminarv.
The last three figures (+39036, +46036,+59054)are extra-
polated from+14144,+19090,+26054, bymeans of first
and second differences.
The Second Half:
1. The reader will he able tounderstand 1/ic second half quite
easily if he will notice that the figures atthe tops of the
'If n3






br tile theory hack of all this, see theHenderson articles referred
to in note 1, page 91.I Ti I E S M00'l'I II N (01' TIM E SERIES
columns are not (lata or(hnates (as in the' firS! ha/fl hut:lre
the 6th figures of columns in Uie first half taken iiireverse
order.
The first three figures of the first column of the seco,i1 half
are obtained horn the last three (extrapolated) figures of the'
first half in the same manner that the first three figures of the
first half were obtained from ti!e prelimuzary.
The 13 ordinates of the graduated curve arc the sixth figures
of the columns of the seent/ half (taken in reverse order) to
which are added the last three hgiircs of I/icJust half. '['hey
are -f-3ç009, +26009, -f-19018, 4-14027, 4-1104ç, +10054,
±1 1054,-1- 1404ç, +19036,+26027, -1-3co36, +46036,
+s9oc4. If the reader will calculate the sixth (hiffereilces of
thesefigures,liewilldiscover that each of theniequals
minus_2__times the corresponding deviation of a datum or-
1000
dinate froni the graduated curve, and hence tile sum of the
squares of the third differences (11 the gradi.iated curve
tilles the sum of the squares of the deviations of the data
1000
from the graduated curve is a minimum.
'III E lRAI)1G M
Paradigm for graduating data in such a nianner
that times the sum of the squares of the devia-
tions of the data from the graduation plus the sum
of the squares of the third differences of the grad-
uation shall he a minimum.1
In the following paradigm data ordinates are italicized aii or-
dinates ot the fiiial graditatioii are set in Iwav11111 face type.1ydpninar,
+ 4021 -T01S-22009 I 1600)
15100 -4-14150- 7750+ 2500
-024+ 849- 465+150
4- 2399 -t-- 1175+ 2324+ 1859+ 2009
-- 4694-- 3219--895± 96-i -F 2973
+14213+10994 +10099 +11063 F!4036




+36009 -F22009 -f-27018+ 40274-1S05
+ 1000- 4900+1115015550+13000
+60- 294+ 669- 933+ 780





+35009+26909 + 15868 + 19577+ 5045+13054
+ 7054+14054+ 9045 +29030+ 8027+5O-36
- 6000+ 3000- 7250+1330025200+32450
- 360+ 234- 435+ 798- 1512+ 1947
-F 1931+ 2165+ 1730 -1- 2528+ 1016+ 2963
- 7024- 4859- 3129- 601--415 -1- 3378
±18940 +1.1081 +10952 +10351±10766+14144





































1 cô 'i'ii E SstOO'I'1IING ()F'FIME SERIES
Sicnd flaT'
-1-10760 -f-I0351 4-10952+11081+18910
- 450 4-450-300 0-150 -27±27 -- 18 0- 9
+ 2018+ 199!+ 2018-I- 20()4-- 2000+ 1901
11000- 9000- 6091- 4991- 2991- 1000
-1-35036±26027±19036±14045+11054410054
4100036036 - 27964 --1990411964- 4000
+20180+19910 4-20180+20000+20000+19910
±11216+ 9901+11252±1408! +1909(1 -1-25964
+25904+34919+16165+58922+74123
0 0+ 300-150 4-150
0 04-IS- 9 -I- 0
+ 1991± 1991+ 2009 -F- 20004- 2009
+ 991+ 29824- 490! 4- 6991+ 9000
±11045 4-14027+19018+26009+35009




Data (;raduati)miRsu 1'!'oi API1Y1N ; N IN LTI: N FE F: RENT GRM-
IJA'I'ION FORM U lAS TOEtu IDISTANT POINTS ON I NDFF'1-
NITEI.Y ExTI:NDI:D SIN r; SI:RIEs.
The entries in the table show the )erce1ltages of the amplitudes of
the sine curves which are preserved by each formula.
(The various graduation formulas have the same numbers in















Col.(o)Sine car'e /,rio1/s. The tirst entry incolumn 2 ('zero)
means that if the formulaof column 2 be applied to
equidistant month I y points on an indefinitelyextended
Sine curve whose period is 12months, such sine curve is
entirely eliniinatcd. The formula svill give ahorizontal
straiiht line The first entrY in column ()means that
if the formula of column (';) beapplied to such a 12-
months sine curve, whose amplitudeisioo (vertical
distance between minimum values andmaximum values)
the curve resulting from the applicationof the formula
will be a1 2-niontliS sine curvewhose amplitude will be
24.54
157
2) 7) ))) (II
IhNt;R'.)xII),; 11E!)R(N - A 9)RM.O:i SP).X) ).k
ILL ID)AL I L,E;AL 1DL.tL
21 -TE R )
- :R)-L,;R FE3ku-I;F.3iu-L.0 DF).REE
A ER.).). 1%kAl)OL1) PARAROLIC I'AkAI3(,LLC I ARAI)O..L
Ii 24.54 8.07 - 1.40 55.22
23.01 53.53 36.12 20.21 76.09
40.93 71.98 58.70 44.31 86.65
50.01 79.75 6922 5705 90.66
63.30 88.93 82.47 74.42 95.10
75.41 91.97 91.77 87.54 9720
82 50 97.44 95.73 93.41 98.94
S5.67 98.28 97.11 95.47 99.29
89.89 99.14 98.54 97.70 99.63
93.48 99.64 99.38 99.03 9987
98.33 99.98 99.96 99.96 99.95'FIlE sMoorflI\(; 01' 'l'l-1ESI RIES
Sec page 4 .
5ccç.
See A1)peiidtX IV.
Sec ]i:ic ç7 ;iiol .indix IV.
The trst entry III tins lSil!in!fl)IlnU.i1.40)may disturb
the rca(Ier. It stgnities that it this p;irti&iiTar forniuli he
applied to a 12-in'iiithS sine curve tile resulting smooth
curve will he a Sole CUIVC whiiistiiiiplitiidwill he 1.40
per ('cot ol the alliplitutle ul the original Sine curve hut
which will have maxima where the original curve had
ininiiva andice versa. It will slightlyIrcrrn,1t'ctfor a
12-toolit iiS stiie SeaS oii:i I
(uI. ( 13) of a 2-niunths moving total of a1 2-limuths moving
total of the results of subt r:Icting aI 7-iiiontlis moving
total from a 4-months niovitigtotalofau8-months
moving total. This formula is not i?'/z/!v parabolic. It
fallsoutside the parahol a x. Set pages 99 and
6o.
Col. (14)J/jof a 3-months moving total of 1 2,-ulicilIths UIOV-
ing total of the iesults of subtracting a i6-months uiloY-
ing total from a 4-months inns lug total of a 7-montlis
moving total. Falls 3outside parabola v = x2. See
pages 27,6o.
Col. (ij)See page58.
Cot.(18)See pages 67, 68.
Si
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ILL . V I. F;
I' ILL Hill 1_IL'
12 9.88 0 0 0 0
10.86 20.27 33.48 35.29 45.1$
18 n3.07 .5-1.56 60.05 (0.02 72.8 1
20 72.90 66.52 72.06 70.81 8290
24 81.88 81.60 86.56 84.83 92.89
30 93.03 92.03 95.86 92.59 97.78
36 96.12 9o.32 9).24 96.21 99.20
40 97.58 97.13 100.19 9744 90.55
48 98.78 99.12 100.92 98.71 99.82
61) 90.50 90.86 101.05 91) 17 il997
120 99.94 100.09 100.10 991)5 99.OS









ITHE SMOO1'I1IYu OF TIME SERIES 19
(Iv) 1O (21) (22 (23)
-Il-r,,i 43-r}:Ry 45-T.R\I -l5-rE¼M AvpoxI-
STII-1;RI}; 5 MArFIE
1'ARA!LIC 1'.,.EAEOLIC IAk'.!.)[IC 1AUBOLIC cIII-DEeREE
PARABOLIC
12 0 0 0 0 0
15 36.41 34.16 33.13 26.89 43.03
18 6534 63.22 62.21 56.55 73.25
20 7.27 75.60 73.80 70.41 84.28
24 90.01 89.10 88.67 86.33 94.83
30 96.74 96.39 96.21 95.35 99.35
36 98.78 98.64 98.53 98.21 100.25
40 99.32 99.23 99.19 98.99 100.37
48 99.74 99.71 99.71 99.62 100.34
60 99.94 99.93 99.92 99.90 100.21
120 99.98 100.00 100.00 99.98 100.03
Col. (19)See page 67.
Col. (20)See pages 66, 67.
Ccl. (21)A 3-months moving total of a s of a s of an 8 of a 12
of 17 weights. See page 66.
Cot. (22)A 2-months moving total of a 3 of a 3 of a 4 of a 6
of an 8 of a 10 of aIofweights. See page 6.
Col. (23) of a 3-nioritlis moving total of a ç of an 8 of a
12 of iç simple weights: + 2, - 3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, + 3'
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, - 3, -4-2. See pages 71, 72, 73, 74, 75.
(24) (25) (2) (27)
SINE 4311RM
CURVE AppRoxIMAEr.v W DITTALER- V TOTIAKEP.- VlI1TFAKFR-
PERIOD 5111-DEGREE
IIF.NDERSON IIENDEI1SO\ hENDERSON
(PoINTs) PARABOLIC a = 3 p. = 4 n = 5
12 0 31.87 11.75 4.53
15 38.78 63.52 33.13 15.00
18 69.76 83.68 59.34 34.21
20 82.05 90.56 73.19 49.31
24 94.17 96.60 89.00 74.25
30 99.39 99.08 96.84 91.62
36 100.36 99.69 98.92 97.02
40 100.44 99.8.3 99.42 98.39
48 100.33 99.94 99.81 99.45
60 100.18 99.99 99.95 99.86
120 100.02 100.00 100.00 100.00/
i(o 'i'iii'S's1OO'IJI1'c(OF f'!\1!S1RIIS
(.'ot. (24)If a c.oths movin!i:!f:çnfanof a
I 2 of 17 SiflhI)I(VCIgIttS 7,-IC, 0. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
-f-ID, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,-10.
-7. Stpag7. 74, 7ç.
('ol(2c)ce A1)p(ndi x VI,
('ol (2) IPP('1l(hX \I.
('ol (27)See Appendix VI.APPENDIX VIII
FOURTEEN I)II'F1R1:NT GR\ouA'JioNs OF Cii. MONEY
RATES ON 'I'll U NEW YORI S'I'ocK Lxcii ANGE FOR97
MONTIIS----JANUARY i886 TO JANUARY 1894 INCLU-
SlY E.
(The various graduations have the same column numbers in Appen-
dices IV, VII and VIII and in Chart I.'
Tue reader will notice, when examining this
Appendix, that the various graduations have been
applied to theio-yarIIimsof the monthly Call
Money Rates. In any graduation, the first prol)lenl
which presents itself is to decide what function of
the variable shall be used as raw data for purposes
of graduation. This problem cannot l)e solved by
refusing to think about it. There u; nothing magi-
cal in the formin which the data happen to be
originally presented. hit example. if the investi-
gator were interested in the history ofbond prices
and bond yields,itvoiild make an appreciable
difference whether he selecte(1 J)riccs or yields as
the variable to which he voui l apj)i V a graduation
formula. This would be true even if the bonds
were all perpetuitieSwhen it would seem legiti-
mate to have averagedtheir prices. \Iany economic
series are of this typewhere it would seem about
equally reasonable to select aS the rawdata foi
graduation i series or its reciprocals. Of course,if
i6i
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the logarithms of a series be taken,itlwconu's
mathematically mdi iferent vIiethcr the logarithms
of the series or the I ogari thins ol its reciprocals be
graduated. ihere are always disadvantages asso-
ciated with the choice of any particular function of
the datanatural numbers, logarithms. reCipro
cals, etc.
Some of the reasons vluchi led us to graduate the
logarithms of monthly Call Money Rates, rather
than the natural numbers, arc concerned with the
nature of tile data, while others are concerned with
the nature of graduation. Ihe nature of the (lata
is such that the signihcance of changes would seem
to be measured better by ratios than by differences.
A change from a 3Call Money rate to a 4% rate
would seem more nearly comparable with a change
from a 6% rate to an 8% rate than with a change
from a 67c rate to a 7% rate. As an index of change
in general money market conditions, a movement
from a 3% rate to a 4rate would seem more im-
portant than a movement from a 6% rate to a 7%
rate. The nature of graduation is such as to suggest
graduating the logarithms of Call Money Rates
rather than the natural numbers. 'I'Iw distrih)ution
of dcv iations of the rates from the graduation is
more symmetrical when the graduation has been
applied to the logarithms than it is when it has
been applied to the natural numbers. The Call
Money data when charted in the form of naturalTIlE SMOOTIIING 01: TIME SERIES
numbers tend to show flat minimumareas and
sharply cus1)ed niaxilnuni areas. If the logarithms
are charted, there is a tendency for the data to
show more of a sine-like appearance with the
shapes of maximum areas more nearly the same as
those of minimum areas. A graduation applied to
the natural numbers will not give as close a fit to
the cusped maximum areas as to the flat minimum
areas. If the graduation be applied to the loga-
rithms of the data, the closeness of fit willnd to
be more nearly the same for maximum and mini-
mum areas.
No function of the data can be chosen such that
its graduation will not have peculiarities which,
for particular purposes, might be undesirable. For
exarnple a graduation of the logarithms of Call
Money Rates will l)C such that if a borrower had a
loan of constant size throughout a period of some
years, his interest chargeswould be somewhat less
if he paid the graduated rates than they would he
if lie paid the actual rates. in the case of most eco-
nomic data, it is extremely difflcult to be sure that
some particularfunction of the data is overwhelm-
ingly more significant than any otherfunction.
W decided that the logarithm wasthe most sig-
nificant function for our purposes.
In all bitt two of the graduations below, dataoutside the range
January i886 to .January1894have been used. Ihe data (loga-
rithms' for t%vo years before i886 and two yearsafter 1894 are:Qtw'..a..? ct.-c-
a








































M .123 .4317 3)53 .4220 .120-I .4206
.377 .4710 -(220 .4613 -1653 .4(72
M .459 .5006 .4587 .4980 .5029 .5059
J .525 .5349 .3070 .5350 .5333 3416
J .352 .5680 .5050 .5709 .5725 .5718
A .725 .5901 .6216 .6052 .0059 .6070
S .771 .6117 .6714 .6381 .6380 .6383
0 .704 .6404 .7078 (>704 .667 9 .6691
N .751 .6680 .72 58 .0987 .6950 .6981
1) .940 .6923 7361 .72 17 .7180 .7237
1887
.622 .7196 .7360 .1386 .7357 .7435
.551 .7326 7325 .7480 .7-17 9 .75 65
M .703 .7295 .7 288 .7509 .753 2 .7026
A .787 .7236 .72 75 .75(12 .7574
M .710 .7 lOS .7 296 .74 IS .7342
J .857 .7028 73(5 .736-1 .7 156 .7485
J .677 .6008 .7308 .7263 .7303 .7348
A .712 .0839 .7230 .71(9 .7059 .7153
S .7(0 .6679 .7075 .68>10 (>801 .6585
C) .622 .6416 .082>) .6593 .6-151 .6535
N .663 .6074 .6476 .6187 .6044 .6106
1) .699 .5600 .6006 .5691 .5593 .56 14
J .279 .076 00>) .1.10
.271 .138 (XX) .17o
.2-13 .1(7 .0.17 .352
A .322 .130 .053 352
















S .243 (XX) .103
0 .200 .328 ((0) .31(1
N .158 .110 .01.1 .2)-I






































A .420 .4 145 .3459 .3769 .3868 .3 784
.255 .3953 .297-I .3493 .3594 .3523
l 76 .3812 .27 10 .3316 .3420 .3336
.158 .3754 .2700 .325! .3332 .3274
A .190 .3702 .2926 .3282 .3324 .3260
S .449 .3694 .3320 .3380 .3377 .3309
0 .115 .378-1 .379 1 .3545 .3487 .3416
N -I08 .3918 .4232 .376! .3659 .3391
1) .616 .4106 .4560 .4005 .3896 .3836
1889
.519 .4395 .3752 .1253 .4 195 .1147
.364 .4725 .182.1 .4593 .4550 .45 IS
.456 .1831 .4920 -1942 .492 7
A .559 .5295 .1877 .52 71) .3337 .5343
.407 .5690 .3061 .5625 .57 10 .5736
.477 .5995 .5418 .5967 .603 S .6080
.550 .6268 .5941 .1)285 .6313 .6364
A .559 .6531 .6:' 57 .6550 .6594
S .682 .6700 .7164 .6532 .6768 .6793
() .919 .67 78 "4.) .7054 .6986
N .853 .6913 .7910 .7 250 .7189 .7 179
1) .903 .7113 .7935 .74 19 .73S5 .7382
1890
J .886 .7 244 .7771 .12.').) .75 62 .7581
.1128 .7490 .7505 .7668 .7 702 .7 754
.625 .7730 .7255 .7745 7759 .7873
.633 .77 19 .7123 .7 767 .7822 .7915
.688 .7624 .7172 .772Q .7795 .7873
.677 .7536 7371 .7651 .77 17 .776.3
.663 .7328 .7626 .7519 .7602 .7610
A 1.066 .7135 .7818 .7436 .7446 .7439
S .82') .6994 .7563 .7308 .7253 .725 1
(3 .699 .6876 .7 707 .7145 J039 .7054
N .845 .6509 7348 .6938 .6814 .6850























J .591 .6518 .6288 .6390 .6365 6397
F .459 .6077 .5758 M06S .6140 .6146
M .459 .5696 .5321 .5761 .5913 .5889
A .519 .5593 .5027 .5516 .5684 .5645
M .641 .5478 .4894 .5324 .5466 .5430
j .512 .5207 .4914 .5184 5266 .5249
J .342 .5113 .5022 .5083 5073 .508.5
A .328 4059 .5148 .1980 .4879 .4909
S .653 .4828 .5220 .4843 .1669 .4701
O .628 .4671 .5186 .4638 .4433 .4445
N .641 .4386 .4987 .1361 .4180 .4166
I) .468 .4010 .4611 .4046 .3938 .3891
.892
J .380 .3859 .4077 .3755 .3728 .3656
F .301 .3824 .3477 .3517 .3566 .3484
M .301 .3802 .2926 .3363 .3478 .3391
A .301 .3838 .2578 .3324 .3470 .3392
M .176 .3919 .2531 .3401 .3546 .3481
J .146 .4100 .2526 .3579 .3706 .3648
J .274 .4345 .3126 .3869 .3961 .3899
A .312 .1511 .1222 .1259 .1327 .1217
S .616 .4840 .5058 .4752 .4797 .4715
O .751 .5256 .5820 .5343 .5365 .5303
N .712 .5576 .6427 .5979 .5992 .5971
1) .833 .606S .6858 .6591 .6590 .6644
1893
J .602 .6659 .7151 .7139 .7092 .7231
F .477 .7093 .7355 .7547 .7451 .7657
NI .914 .7254 .7516 .7743 .7624 .7864
A .658 .7081 .7655 .7714 .7593 .7817
NI .556 .6724 .7703 .7454 .7354 .7528
J .948 .6203 .7553 .6991 .6929 .7037
J .889 .5635 .7127 .6391 .6349 .6398
A .740 .5190 .6385 .5691 .5647 .5673
S .574 .4625 .5355 .4910 .4884 4997
0 .377 .3995 .4149 .4119 .4099 .4126
N .230 .3516 .2920 .3302 .3303 .3332
D .064 .2907 .1825 .2473 .2526 .2529
1894







J .328 .3459 .3519 .3528 .3530
.314 .3854 .3877 .3886 .38s7
M .423 .4277 .4257 .4256 .4258
A .377 .4687 .46-10 .4635 4635
M .459 .5060 .5014 .5012 .3011
J .525 .5399 .5379 .5379 .5378
J .352 .5712 .5731 .5730 .5732
A .725 .602 1 .6066 .6068 .6069
S .771 .6338 .6383 .6387 .6383
0 .704 .6659 .6679 .6681 .6683
N .751 .6957 .6947 .6948 .6949
D .940 .7210 .7179 .7179 .7178
1887
J .622 .7399 .7368 .7365 .7365
F .551 .7521 .7505 .7 504 .7504
M .733 .7575 .7589 .759 1 .7592
A .787 .7586 .7620 .7621 .7625
M .710 .7561 .7598 .7599 .7601
J .857 .7497 .7517 .75 18 .75 17
J .677 .7380 .7376 .73 72 .7369
A .712 .7204 .7166 .7 155 .7150
S .710 .o946 .6881 .6863 .683 7
0 .622 .6598 .6518 .6501 .6493
N .663 .6167 .6088 .6073 .6066
D .699 .5665 .5609 .5598 .5595
1888
J 576 .5119 .5106 .5107 .5107
F .431 .4573 .4617 .4627 .4630
M .439 .4087 .4172 .4188 .1195
A .420 .3696 .3801 .3818 .3827
M .255 .3432 .3518 .3535 .3511
J .176 .3292 .3331 .3341 .3346
J .158 .3253 .3235 .3238 .3210
A .190 .3274 .3222 .3221 .3221
S .449 .3337 .3283 .3282 .3282
0 .415 .3437 .3414 .3414 .3416
N .408 .3584 .3612 .3618 .362 1
D .616 .3804 .3S76 .38S7 .38S9













J .510 .4119 .1202 .1209 4Th
F .361 .4517 1573 .4574
.486 .1973 .4067 .4964
A .589 .5438 .5364 .5352
M .107 .5854 .5736 .5716
J .477 .6180 .6067 .6048 Ii
.550 .6 13 .6348 .6338 .1
A .589 .6586 .658') .6587
S .682 .6737 .6803 .6810
() .919 .6906 .7002 .7018 .71)22
N .853 .710S .7199 .7212 .7218
1) .903 .7337 .7.388 .7398 .7403
1890
J .886 .7561 .7563 .7569 .7570
F' .628 .7757 .77!0 .7709 .7707
M .628 .7882 .7816 .7802
A .633 .7918 .7858 .7845 .811)
.688 .7872 .7836 .7827 .7821
.7767 .7751 7747 .7745
.663 .7616 .7621 .761') .762(1
A 1.066 .7433 .745(1 .7452 .7422
S .829 .7229 .7251 .725.3 7254
() .699 .7010 .703.3 .7036 .7038
N .845 .6788 .6805 .6811 .681(7
1) .699 .6571 .6573 .6576 .6576
1891
J .591 .6359 .6340 .6340 .6343
F .159 .6119 .6107 .6114 .6115
.459 .5871 .3885 .5896 .5001
A ..i19 .56.32 .5681 .5689 .5695
.641 .5424 .5491 .5494 .54')')
J .512 .5259 .5306 .5307 .5308
J .342 .5132 .5121 .5116 .5114
A .328 .5000 .4025 .401! A90S
S .653 .4816 .4708 .4600
0 .628 .4567 .4467 .144) .4112
N .641 .4268 .4208 -1106 .4180


































































































.3671 .3714 .380 .37 12 .37 10
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I ''1111 IS' I 'AVAIZZ Sir
.328 .3477 349j .3528 .3076 .2713
.314 .3800 .3867 .3885 .3428 .3304
M .123 .4282 .425') .4251 .38 17 .3845
A .377 .465 2 .1652 .4633 .4245 .4365
M -'5') .4 00-1 .5031 .5013 -1711 .1562
ç )ç .5388 .5380 .5206 .5333
.5737 .57 28 .5731 .57 10 .5771
.725 .608-1 .6057 .6071 .6191 .6179
S .771 .6-lOS .6374 .6301 .6618 .6541
() .701 .667 o .6687 .6051 .6854
N .751 .6947 .6057 .6056 .7181 .7114
I) .910 .7 168 .7201 .7 192 .7311 .7319
I S7
.622 .7354 .7301 .7381 .7374 .7469
F .551 .7409 .7525 .7524 .7398 .7566
.703 .7506 .7605 .7616 .74 15 .7611
.787 .7637 .7633 .7654 .7432 .761)3
.710 .7615 761') .763-I .7440 .7540
J .857 .7523 .75.19 .7559 .7422 .7420
.1 ('77 .' I .7414 .741') 735$ .7241
A .7 Il .7122 .7219 .7205 .7232
S .710 6811 .6044 13 .702') .6705
U .622 .6438 .6587 .6545 .6726 .6361
N .663 .6016 .6145 .610.1 .63-16
I) .699 .5564 .5638 .5(12 .5860 .5551
I 888
.57(1 .5 105 .5104 .5101 .5205 .5117
431 .465 7 4570 .4601 .465') .4689
.43') .1215 .4(03 .4145 .4(5)1 .4288
A .420 .358-I .3720 .3 763 .3567 .3935
M .25 .3500 .34-13 .3474 3161 .3 649
.176 .3370 .3270 .327') )l) 15 .2-I'S
.158 .32.12 .310-1 .3177 .2883 .3311
A .1(0 .320' .310') .31 (f .3015 .3305
S I 1') (231 (27') 1370
() ii.; .3.103 .3505
N .36 I,' .3)51 .3700
1) (1), .35(I) .3042
11.1 -(1ZR'.!
4f( -:,,M xi- 11151.1k. lii
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.519 .4238 .415) .4194 .4501 .4219
F 364 .4593 .4551 .4572 .4709 4522
M 486 .4947 .4982 .4976 .1902 -1845
A .589 .5302 .5408 .5374 .5117 .5183
M .407 .5649 .5798 .5745 .5385 .5530
J .477 .5982 .6129 .6079 .5726 .5880
j .550 .6293 .6395 .6365 .6135 .6225
A .589 .6581 .6604 .6606 .6580 .6555
S .682 .6842 .6787 .6821 .7010 .6858
0 .919 .7071 .6970 .7024 .7367 .7123
N .853 .7267 .7163 .7215 .7603 .7341
1) .903 .7435 .7371 .7102 .7702 .750-3
390
J .886 .7574 .7571 .7580 .7683 .7625
F .628 .7687 .7742 .7727 .7596 .7697
M .628 .7767 .7856 .7826 .7504 .7732
A .633 .7804 .7906 .7873 .7457 .7737
M .688 .7790 .7879 .7855 .7476 .7716
J .677 .7725 .7783 .7771 .75-18 .7669
J .663 .7616 .7635 .7637 .7631 .7593
A 1.066 .7461 .7451 .7463 .7679 .7484
S .829 .7270 .7243 .7257 .730 .7339
0 .699 .7051 .7023 .7033 .746() .7158
N .845 .6815 .6800 .6804 .7171 .6945
D .699 .6578 .6569 .6565 .6789 .6707
891
1 .591 .6346 .633! .6327 .6360 .6453
F' .459 .6125 .6094 .6101 .5937 .6193
M .459 .5917 .586S .5887 .5566 .5935
A .519 .5718 .5658 .5684 .5274 .5684
M .641 .5519 .5472 .5498 .5070 .5442
J 512 .5314 .5306 .5320 .4956 .5207
.4977
J .342 .5097 .5142 .5137 .4036
.4749
A .328 .4865 .4967 .4938 .4955
S .653 .4625 .4764 .4718 .4962 .4-519
0 .628 .43S6 .4520 .4473 .4894 .4285
N .641 .4149 .4240 .4210 .4698 .405!
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J .380 .3714 .3693 .3693 .3903
F .301 .3327 3477 .3476 .3459 34
M .301 .3391 .3332 .3319 .3087 .3401
A .301 .3331 .3267 .3245 .2861 .3460
l .176 .3390 .3290 .3271 .2838 .3519
J .146 .3579 .3409 .3113 .3049 .3737
j .274 .3898 .3652 .3693 .3485 .10S9
A .312 .4337 .4037 .4112 .4096 .4-171
S .616 .4869 .1565 .4661 .-I$03 495()
0 .751 .5460 .522-1 .5309 .5517
N .712 .6062 .5967 .6013 .6166
1) .833 .6625 .6711 .6707 .6712 .6456
1893
J .602 .7095 .736-1 .7309 .7147 .6931
F .477 .7459 .7848 .7753 .7483 .72)6
M .914 .7652 .8002 .7988 .7727 .7555
A .688 .7639 .8057 .7977 .7866 .7652
NI .356 .7465 .7761 .7724 .7872 .7652
1 .948 .7080 .7250 .7259 .7703 .7441
J .889 .6500 .6576 .6618 .7306 .7028
A .710 .5816 .5791 .5849 .6642 .637
S .574 .5005 .4957 .5004 .5698 .5538
0 .377 .4127 .4103 .1117 .44S2 .4446
N .230 .3238 .3240 .3217 .3011 .3120
I) .064 .2383 .23S6 .2341 .1299 .1560
1894
J .009 .1611 .1567 .1528 -.0647 -.0234